
Business Setup in 
Dubai Knowledge 

Village

Founded in 1997, our client, a rapidly expanding international 

education consultancy, sought to extend its global footprint 

by establishing a presence in Dubai Knowledge Village (DKV). 

With offices in Ghana, Kenya, New Zealand, Nigeria, Pakistan, 

and the United Kingdom, the client’s strategic move into DKV 

aimed to capitalize on the dynamic educational ecosystem in 

the region. Recognizing the unique challenges of international 

expansion, Intuit conducted a thorough analysis of the client’s 

business nature, objectives, and the intricacies of the DKV 

landscape. This background exploration laid the groundwork 

for a meticulously planned engagement strategy, addressing 

the complexities involved in setting up operations in a new 

and vibrant educational hub.

Background:

Challenges

The client grappled with the challenge of 

efficiently executing their objectives in Dubai, 

involving tasks such as company name 

registration and legal document drafting.

Key challenges included navigating the 

intricacies of registering the company name 

and drafting essential legal documents for 

their operations in Dubai.

The client faced hurdles in establishing 

a global presence, including opening a 

corporate bank account remotely and 

securing trademark registrations in India, 

Nigeria, and Kenya.



Benefits:

The methodical and systematic approach adopted by 

the IMC Group at the initial stage ensured a smooth 

company formation process, allowing the client to 

commence their business in Dubai Knowledge Village 

without hassle. The client expressed satisfaction with 

Intuit’s handling of the setup process and additional 

services, highlighting the successful navigation of 

challenges and the overall positive outcome.

IMC is a professional company offering an extensive range of Accounting, Bookkeeping, Mergers and Acquisitions, 

Taxation and Financial Outsourcing Services. We help you take care of your accounting woes and day-to-day 

bookkeeping chores by providing streamlined and accurate Finance and Accounting Service by expert professionals 

at affordable costs.

We help you stay updated with all the changes in the accounting policies, rules and regulations and ensure compliance 

with regulatory requirements. Our highly qualified team of professionals can improve the efficiency and effectiveness 

of your business processes thereby letting you focus on maximizing your core business operations.
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The Solution: 

1

Intuit responded to the client’s needs by devising 

a comprehensive engagement plan, delineating 

key aspects such as company activities, services, 

management, market analysis, and operational 

strategy.

Comprehensive Planning
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Recommended Standard Chartered Bank in Dubai 

and facilitated a seamless remote account opening 

process for the client. The meticulous procedure, 

including passport verification, culminated in the 

successful setup of the corporate bank account 

within 2-3 weeks.

Efficient Banking Setup

3

conducted trademark searches, guiding the client 

through successful filings in India, Nigeria, and 

Kenya for global trademark registrations.

Global Trademark Registrations


